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About the Author 
 
Oran is president and CEO of Fair Food Network, a national nonprofit working at the intersection of 
food systems, sustainability and social equity to guarantee access to healthy, fresh and sustainably 
grown food, especially in underserved communities. For fifteen years he co-led the Integrated 
Farming Systems and Food and Society Programs for the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, during which time 
the Foundation seeded the local food systems movement with over $200 million. A native of Berkeley, 
California, and a former professor of agronomy at Michigan State University in East Lansing, he 
currently lives in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

 

 

Book Layout 
 
Fair Food is divided into 3 parts: 

• Part I: offers an introduction to our current food system, how and why it evolved as it did, 
and the ways in which it no longer serves us well. 

• Part II: describes four key principles a redesigned food system should embody  

• Part III: shares a practical guide to how you can participate  

 

 

Why host a CSA Book Club?   

 
Purpose: 

• To learn together as a community and gain more expertise on our current food system, 
eventually applying what we learn here to our own lives as Jews and more 

 

Outcome: 

• Great conversation 

• Opportunity to hear everyone's voices 

• Feel more comfortable talking about our food systems and sharing what we’ve learned with 
others 

• Understand Community-Supported Agriculture within the broader context of the American 
Food System 

 

Process: 
• Assign reading ahead of time 
• Opening circle (if less than 12 people; minis if more) 
• Discuss questions as a whole group or in small groups 
• Assign recorder / action steps 
• Publish notes and/or write up of the event in CSA newsletter 
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Questions for conversation 
 

Part I: Our Broken Food System 

• How is your CSA helping to address any of the issues on page 22-40?  Which ones, and how?   

• What other issues could your CSA community get involved with? How? (for instance, you may 
want to consider an educational program, outreach effort, work on an institutional food 
policy, etc. etc.) 

• Why do you think more people aren’t engaged with these issues?  How might you start some 
of these conversations? 

 

Part II: Principles of a Fair Food System 
CSAs and Community Building 

See: Lindentree Farm, p. 81-84 

• Oran writes: “The diversity of customers and the diversity of crops all contribute to healthier soil 

and food and a healthy lifestyle for the farmer.”   How does the CSA model build community, 
according to Hesterman?  How else does it build community in your own experience? 

• Are there aspects of this CSA that are different from yours?  Anything you can learn from or 
adapt? 

Looking at the Finances 

See: “In the field,” p. 61-64 

• Do you know how much money your CSA farmer earns? 

• What responsibility does the consumer have to consider this when making purchases? 

• How does this section affect the way you think about the cost of your CSA share? 

• Consider this story from CSA farmer Elizabeth Henderson.  How does it affect the way you 
think about your relationship with your farmer? 

“From the beginning, we were transparent about our finances, and it worked to our 

advantage.  We shared the entire budget of the farm with our members.  When they saw 

that we the farmers weren’t earning enough to pay for our own healthcare, they voted to 

increase the cost of the vegetable shares.”  
Adapted from Elizabeth Henderson, CSA pioneer farmer and author of 
“Sharing the Harvest: A Guide to Community-Supported Agriculture” 

Making Change on a Global Level 

See: Sysco p. 104-109; Costco, p. 122-128 

• What do you make of these stories? 

• Why do you think more people don’t know about them?   

• What do you think your CSA farmer would think of these practices? 

• What can your CSA do to encourage further policies like this? 

 

Part III: Practical guide  
This section explores ways to participate in collective action to precipitate big changes in our food 
system- from your kitchen to your community to your state house and the White House. The “menu 
for change” (beginning on page 132) provides questions to ask at farmers’ markets, tools for starting 
buy-fresh/buy-local campaigns, advice for forming buyer’s clubs that purchase food directly from 
farmers and fisherman, and guidance about legislation to support at the local, state, and federal levels.  

• What indeed are our roles in this? How can you effect change politically? 

• See Washtenaw Jewish News “Call to Action” for some concrete ideas 

• What ideas are within your reach?  What steps might you take to get there? 
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Forward.com 

The Way We Eat 
Published June 08, 2011, issue of June 17, 2011. 

 

Two images of America’s children this summer illustrate the sharp divide over the way we eat: The 

first is from one of the growing number of Jewish summer camps with a fresh emphasis on healthy 

diet and helping youngsters make informed choices about food. These camps are raising fruits and 

vegetables, reducing the amount of soda and sweets that are served, and purchasing ingredients from 

local and organic sources. Goodbye bug juice, hello salad bar. 

The second image comes from the depressing statistics contained in a June 7 report detailing how 

participation in Summer Nutrition Programs has continued to erode because of recession-driven 

budget cuts. The Food Research and Action Center, an advocacy group working to end hunger in 

America through changes in public policy, reported that the number of poor children receiving free 

meals during the summer dropped by 90,000 from July 2008 to July 2010. 

“Our choices about food should not depend on where we happen to live,” writes Oran B. Hesterman in 

his new book, “Fair Food.” But they do. As Hesterman argues with uncomfortable clarity, America’s 

broken food network is not apparent if you happen to live and shop near abundantly-stocked 

supermarkets and fabulous restaurants. But if you happen to live in Detroit, the 11th largest city in 

the country, you have to leave town to find a major supermarket. Most of the nearly $500 million in 

food stamps pumped into the city last year was spent at gas stations, dollar stores, pharmacies and 

the like — not because the poor of Detroit are irresponsible, but because they have little choice. 

Hesterman’s message represents an important evolution in the increasingly popular trend of growing 

and consuming healthier food. He takes nothing away from the backyard garden or the organic 

restaurant — change has to start somewhere, and every bunch of broccoli purchased at a farmer’s 

market adds up. 

But it can’t just be about Berkeley and Brooklyn. It also has to be about Detroit. “My concern isn’t only 

about bringing back heirloom tomatoes to farmers’ markets,” he writes. “My concern is making sure 

that those living in inner-city neighborhoods have access to tomatoes in a form other than a ketchup 

packet at a fast food joint.” 

Real political engagement is key. It’s the only way to realign the billions of dollars in public monies 

spent to prop up a food network that produces lots of cheap eats at low cost, but to damaging 

consequence to our diets, farmland, environment and safety. 

This is a Jewish issue every bit as much as it is an American issue. With a tradition that puts a 

premium on how meat is slaughtered and meals are prepared, in which food consumption itself is a 

holy act, we have an obligation to look beyond our own table to work for a healthier, more equitable 

system. 

There are many Jewish institutions doing that work; the Forward is fortunate to partner with Hazon on 

our popular blog Jew and the Carrot, and together we aim to raise consciousness about these issues 

and to map out ways that Jewish schools, synagogues and summer camps can respond. 

Hesterman encourages a shift from conscious consumer to engaged citizen. If that can happen, then 

the campers growing their own lettuce this summer in plentiful gardens will one day work to reform a 

system that consigns other children their age to a desert stripped of sustenance. 

Read more: http://www.forward.com/articles/138466/#ixzz1Q1PW113P 
 


